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November 1, 197)1 Lewiston Daily Sun 
Public Meeting on Me. 

Rivers Set For Hov. 3 

The Bates College Alumni Gymnasium will ve the site ot the 
Maine Rivers Oonference - an all day meeting focusing on the 
problems, uses, and future opportunities of the state's waterways,
Saturday, Nov. 3. beginning at 9&30 a.m. The conference, sponsored
by the Natural Re8ource~ Council, 1s open to the public. Admia­
ion will be cha.rged. 
Cliftord Goodall, executive tecretary and staff attorney ot 
the NRC, de~cr1bed th purpos-e of the oonference as meeting to 
provide the public with both background information and tutur 
cours ot action in the cleaning and development of th state's 
rivers, To quote R. Harvey "several ye rs ago Maine's dirty
rivers were a big issue, but you oan only keep up public interest 
in n issue tor a very short period espec1ally w1.th new and 
dirtier on88 always coming alon". bur times seem to be changing 
at an increasingly rapid pace, so it y be a good idea to react­
ivate this dead issue but ith a more optimistic look at its 
cleaner Aides. This Is one thing a Maine Rivers meeting may be 
able to do as·well a8 serving as a torum tor the exchan~e ot 
id as and Information among groups and individuals interested in 
M inefs 11te blood." 
Th morning section of the program will include two panel
discus ions designed to provide background information on the 
questiona of river use and pollution control. At 10 a.m., Mr • 
Charlee McEvoy, a former member ot the Governor'a Task Force on 
Water Quality, will serve as Moder tor tor a panel discussion on 
the current uses of Maine Rivers. Four topiCS will be presented
includ.ing, the natural state, by J.4.a.tth· w Scott. aquatic biologist 
tor the Department of Environmental Protection; Hydroelectric
Power, by Pat Brewster, an attorney for the Central M 1ne Pow r 
Co.,; Industrial and Munioipal Usee, by Stuart Cooper, Oxford 
Paper Co.; and Aesthetic Qualities and Recre tiona1 Uses, by
author Lew Dietz. 
At 11:15, Steve l~urraYt an attorney and former assistant 
attorney general, will moderate a four-member panel on Water Quality. Thi panel wlll include disous 10n of standards, schedules, 
and procedures, by William Adams, Co i8sioner of the Department
of Environmental Protection; Pollution ~ourcesf by Bob Hunter,
Principal at the Hunter-Ballew As 00.1 Pollution Abatement Tech­
nology, by Dr. Frank Woodward] Department ot Engineering, Unlver­
ity ot Maine, Orono; and PUDllc P rtic1patlon and Pr ssure by
William O.born, author or "The Paper Plantat ion" for the Center 
for the Study of Respon tve Law. 
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At 2 p.m., following a break for lunch , the afternoon segment
of the conference will begin with a panel discussion on Malne t s 
Future Rivers , moderated by Rep . Neil Rolde, author, and member ot 
the Maine House of Representatives . Topics to be included in this 
panel will be Saco River Corridor , by Carl Laws , Planner for the 
Saeo River Corridor Camm. ; The Allaga h - St. John Experience , by
Rep. John Martin , educator and Minority Leader tor the Maine House 
of Representatives; Existing River Legislation, by Patricia 
Stimets, Executive Director for the Congress of Lake Assoc . and 
formerly the assistant for the Shoreland Zoning Project; and 
Future River Planning, by William Reed , land and space planner. 
WAll this information should provede material for the final 
discussion period," Goodall said , which will be a dialogue on the 
future alternatives for the Maine waterways. Moderator for this 
session will be Clinton B, Town end , attorney and commissioner of 
the Land Use Regulation Commission . In between panel discussions, 
those attending will have a chance to view exhibits by many of the 
river groups and agencies in the state. On campus assistance with 
the conferenoe is being provided by the Bates Outing Club. 
November 4, 1973 Maine Sunday Telegram 
Clean Rivers Need Help of Public 

By Bob Cummings 

Staff Writar 

LEWIS'IDN - Maine rivers are getting cleaner , but they never will 
become clean unless more ordinary citizens join the fight against
pollution. 
This was the central message Saturday at the Maine Rivers 
Conference held at the Bates College oampus . 
"Public partiCipation and interest time and time again has 
been all that bas stood between my department and disaster , " 
said William R. Adams Jr., commissioner of the D partment of En­
vironmental Protection . 
But Adams said that clean waters suitable for f1 hing , canoe­
ing and swimming are a continuing battle and one the state wontt 
win without more state and federal support . 
He said indu rial clean- up activities are ~ll along thanks 
in part to continuing public pressure . But he said the municipal 
treatmen rogram bogged down V the federal government ' 
failure to provide the nay promised by Congress . 
A majority of the money appropriated is being withheld by
the Presidnt as an anti-inflation measure . Maine has joined with 
other states to fight th withholding of the money in oourt . 
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Adams said , however , that public interest and public pressure
holds the best hope of getting the money Maine needs returned . 
He said the cost of municipal sewage treatment in Maine 1s increas­
ing 10 peroent a year , Currently the total price tag is placed at 
$370 million , while the federal government is providing only 29 
million a year - less than the increase in costs from inflation . 
"We seem to have invented a perpetual motion machine , " Adams 
said ., "A program for always building treatment plants without 
ever catching up with the increases in needs . " 
About 100 people showed up for the day-long conference on 
rivers sponsored by the Natural Resources Counoil of Maine . 
William C, Osborn , author of the Paper Plantation, a Nader report 
on the pulp and paper industry , was among the panelists . It was 
his first return to the state since completing the stuey last 
Spring . 
Osborn chided the NRC for endorsing the pollution a atement 
efforts proposed for the new Seott Paper Co. plant at Hinckley.
He said industry ia oapable or providing its own support for its 
plans, that groups like the NRC should be challenging industry
efforts . not supporting them. 
"Soott will st1llbe dumping wastes the equivalent to those 
generated by a town ot 30,000 people , " Osborn said. He agreed
that thi1t is a great improvement . Currently the Scott Mill at 
Winslow generates more wastes than does a city of two million . 
But Osborn said Scott can still do better. He said the company
doesn't plan to remove waste heat from its effluents before 
dumping them in the river, 1s doing nothing to remove heavy metals 
oonsidered by some to be harmful to human health and won It remove 
the color its wastes reate. 
Dr. Frank Woodward ; a professor of sanitary engineering at 
the University of Maine in Orono, agreed in part . Woodward said 
the emphalsis on waste cleanup 1s wrong. The best solution is to 
ohange industrial processes 0 that materials am recovered before 
they get into waste water in the first place. 
Matthew Scott, Aquatic biologist for the Department of en­
vironmental Protection. praised the pioneering efforts on behalt 
of cleaner water by Waterville attorney Jerome Daviau. cott noted 
that Daviau had been widely oritioized back 1n 1959 when the book 
Maine's Life Blood was published . 
But Scott said events since then have shown that Daviau was 
not wrong, just ahead of his time . "In the light of 1973 knowledge
Daviau was right in many ways , " Scott satd . 
Adams traced many of the advances in clean air and water to 
the willingness of environmentalist to have the courage to "ask 
for what many believe to be unreasonable things . " 
Stuart Cooper , director of pollution abatement for Oxford 
Paper Co., Rumford , however , thought some current laws still are 
unreasonable , He complained about the new federal laws that in 
sist that industry provide "best practical treatment" for wastes . 
He said this ignores the ability of rivers to clean themselves ­
to assimilate wastes without harming the environment . 
"This assimilation ability is a valuable natural resource , " 
Cooper said . "It shouldn't be wasted . " 
Cooper said his company uses 45 million gallons of water a 
day or the equivalent of the water used by a town of 450 , 000 people . 
He complained that all of this waste has to be treated . 
"Itts too bad not to be able to use a river ' s ability to 
carry away wastes , " Cooper told the conference . 
Lew Dietz, author of numerous books including a history of 
the Allagash River , called wild and clean rivers a valuable and 
scarce commodity . "We can't create more wild rivers to meet grow­
ing demands . What we have now is all we will ever have . " He 
urged that the remaining 1 Ie rivers be protected from both pol­
lution and overuse by recreationists . 
Carl Laws . planner for the Saeo River Advtsory Committee , 
told of successful efforts to create an authority to control 
development on the Saco . But he warned that this effort can ' t 
automatically be exported to other rivers . "Each river is differ­
ent . Each has ·to be approached in terms of its own problems and 
the needs of the people who live on its shores . 
Planner William Reed of Gardiner , said Maine has 11 ,000 miles 
of river fronta~ , but warned that it is facing the same pressures
that have harmed much of coastal Maine . 
State Rep . John Martin , D-Eagle Lake , said careless timber 
harvesting also threatens rivers by making floods more likely and 
creating erosion . He said he doesn ' t oppose wood harvesting , but 
said the legislature has to regulate cutting practices if rivers 
are to be preserved . 
December 19, 1973 Lewiston Daily Sun 
River Flow Peaks At 34. 850 CFS 
By Gerald J . Reed 
The Androscoggin River flow was starting to drop Tuesday
night after peaking out at 34, 850 cubic teet per second at 3 p .m. 
Tuesday. topping the 32 , 660 eFS figure recorded last Saturday
afternoon . 
The river flow , which increased from a 19, 000 eFS figure on 
Monday, came as a result of the more than three inches of precipi­
tation which fell in the region in the all-day Monday storm . 
Earlier Monday, the river flow had veen about 16 , 000 CFS and 
in the afternoon and early Monday night it was going downriver at 
a rate of 17 , 000 to 19, 000 CFS . The flow increased during the 
night as warmer temperatures , hitting a 46- degree peak, prevailed
into early Tuesday morning. 
River Engineer William M. Grove , agent for the Union Water 
Power Co ., had downscaled Monday night his prediction of the river 
flow, saying it was not expected to go over 25 , 000 CFS . However , 
the continued warmer temperatures forced Grove to re- evaluate the 
situation Tuesday morning . 
Grove said Tuesday night the river flow was dropping again , 
being at 33 , 500 at 8 p . m. 
The river engineer said he traveled up river to Upper Dam 
in the Rangeley Lakes area Tuesday afternoon and at 4 p.m . the 
temperature reading there was at zero . The pond behind the dam 
is frozen over, he said, but at the same time he warned that the 
ice cover is thin and not safe to go out on . Some snow on the 
ice cover also will act as insulation , he said , holding up the 
deep freeze for some time . 
The engineer said he noted some few low places along the 
river where water had backed up , but in general despite the 
high flow rate there was no real flooding caused by the river. 
Low lands along the river were flooded and ice covered from the 
heavy rains of Monday . 
From the peak of 39 degrees at 1 a . m. Tuesday , the tempera­
ture went into a steady decline throughout the day . By 6 a . m. it 
was down to 2S degrees and at noon it was 16 . By 9 p . m. the mercury 
at the gatehouse of the Union Water Power Co . was down to g degrees . 
Some snow fell during the early morning hours but it amounted 
to only a dusting and the sun took care of what new snow had 
fallen . The snow of Sunday night , rain drenched Monday , was 
frozen solid Tuesday as the temperature dropped . Home owners were 
experiencing difficulty removing snowplow ridges in front of 
drive~ys . 
Record temperature far a Deo . lS are a peak of 51 degrees
established in 1936. and a low of minus 12 in 1919 . 
December 20, 1973 Lewiston Evening Journal 
25 Years Ago Today - ' 4g

(From The Lewiston Journal Files) 

President Truman called for a stop to the hearings of the 
House Committee on Un-American Activities and called the com­
mittee , "a dead one . " Rep . Richard Nixon fired mok that "he 
president's stat~ment is a flagrant flaunting of the national 
interests of the people . " 
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It was agreed upon that the smelly old Androscoggin River 
w~s getting less smelly all the time . Personnel from the Attorney
General ' s Department and representatives from three pulp and paper
mills on the Androscoggin got together with Justice Harry Manser 
to devise a new plan - one which would insure an even less smelly
Androscoggin River g by the summer of 1949 . 
December 27 , 1973 Lewiston Daily Sun 
FloodsBring Good News 
And Bad News For River 
There's some good news and some bad news regarding conditions 
of the Androscoggin River as a result of the heavy rains of recent 
weeks , according to Rivermaster Walter A. Lawrance . 
First the good news , Flowing water tends to purify itself , 
and the extremely high flow of the Androscoggin has flushed the 
river of a lot of degris and pollutants, such as branches . leaves , 
silt and so on . 
Now the bad news . The wider the river is a any point . the 
slower the current . Thus, any debris flushed out of narrow sections 
of the river where current is fast tends to settle in the wider 
areas . 
At primarily three places, points approximately one, two-and­
a-half , and four miles above Lew1nton's Gulf Island Dam , noted Dr . 
Lawrance, the "time of passage" of. water is comparatively slow, 
as the river approaches widths of up to a mile . 
Northern sections of the river, which have been generally
much cleaner than in this area, have benefitted from the heavy
rains because the river is narrow there . 
The pond areas Inback of the dam, however, have not been as 
fortunate. 
Regarding natural erosion, Lawrance said he has no specific
ideas regarding the amount of natural silt that has been carried 
off. "At times , " he estimated , "it must be heavy" . In the past , 
however, erosion has been small and not of major concern . 
Lawrance somewhat understated the recent flood conditions , 
commenting on the "very unusual volume" of water . "I don't 
remember anything like this so late in December" , he added . 
December 2e, 1973 Lewiston Evening Journal 
25 Years Ago Today -- t48 (From The Lewiston Journal Files) 
A new program, which was expected to prevent the Androscoggin 
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River stench nuisance in the summertime , became official . Justice 
Harry Manser of the Maine Supreme Judicial Court signed a new 
decree regulating more stri.ctly the amount of waste which pulp
mills along the river could dump into the water , therby incr asing
the powers of the river administrator , and requiring t he mills to 
secure in advance of the summer months a sufficient supply of sol­
uble nitrate for use throughout the critical period when the smell 
from the river was its worst . The nitrate increased the oxygen 
content of the water and was supposed to destroyed the odor . 
January 21, 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
Clean Waterways For Me . 
by 1976 Seen Impossible 
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) - Maine's goal of cleaning up its waterways
by 1976 cannot be achievedi says the commissioner of the state ' s Department of Environmenta Protection . 
"We face today the oertainty that we will not meet the re­
quirements of either the state or the federal laws," said William 
R. Adams Jr. 
Adams said his pessimistic outlook stems from cutbacks in 
federal expenditures for sewage treatment plants . Maine law re­
quires that all municipal sewage be treated by Oct . 1, 1976. The 
federal deadline is July 1, 1977 . 
Adams said the total cost of constructing treatment plant
for Maine cities and towns can be conservatively estimated at $)64 million . 
This year, Maine is receiving $26 . 2 million as the federal 
government's 75 per cent share of construction costs . Combined 
with state and local contributions , this totals $34 .9 million , 
which is less than the increase in costs caused by inflation, he 
said . 
Adams said he was chagrined at last weekts announcement that $3 billion of the $7 billion in cleanup funds appropriated by
Congress for the current fiseal year will be impounded by 
President Nixon . 
January 30 , 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 
Odor Traced 
An odor, believed to be natural gas, was traced to other 
sources this morning in Auburn . 
At about 7: 30, a res1.dent of 199 Center Street notified 
police there was a strong odor of gas in that area . The Fire 
Department was also notified and after making a thorough investi ­
gation, Deputy Chief Leslie F. Titus said the smell was a potent
combination of a dead skunk and the Androscoggin River . The latter 
has been given orf many unpleasant odors during the past warm 
spell . 
January 31 , 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
River Is on Rise and Ice 
Cover Not Considered Sate 
By Gerald J . Reed 
The Androscoggin River is again on the rise but , according 
to William M. Grove , the agent-engineer of the Union Water Power 
Co" the rise is gradual and is tending to break up what little 
ice cover remains on the river . 
There is considerable open water now along the length of the 
river but this ice is not considered safe to hold any amount of 
weight . 
The rains and warm weather , much above normal for this time 
in the winter season, has caused much of the river to open up , 
while some sections of faster flowing water did not freeze over . 
As Grove pointed out , ponds behind dams , which normally might
have up to two feet of ice , now have only a skim of ice cover , and 
some ponds are open . The pond at Rumford didn ' t freeze over at 
all until the couple of days of below zero weather hit about two 
weeks ago . 
The rains of January , following the flooding rains of December 
put a water coating over what river ice had formed and has softened 
the ice field . 
Grove said he plans to take an inspection trip upriver Thurs­
day to gain first hand knowledge of the exact conditions . 
About two days ago the Androscoggin River flow, which had 
been down to a low of 3, 900 cubic feet per second , started rising
and by Thursday was up to g, 500 cfs , Before the rains the river 
was running in the normal 3, 900 to 4, 000 CFS range for a winter­
time flow. The actual noticeable flow increase came two days ago
when the runoff from the half inch of new rain was felt . 
The storage capacity upriver has been increased through the 
necessity to " ,lease some of the near overflow amount of water in 
storage in the lake region . Grove said that to be able to take 
in more water the levels of some of the lakes had to be lowered 
to prevent flooding . Now the storage area is down to about 60 
per oent full due to the draw on the reservioirs . Also Grove said 
that due to some work being done at Upper Dam it ~s necessary to 
lower the levels of both Upper Richardson and Moose look meguntie
lakes . 
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The work at U~per Dam will take some time to complete and 
then the lake levels will be allowed to rise again . Grove said 
he has eheeked on this project several times and the work is 
progressing. 
He reported that the level of Aziscohos Lake is down about 
three feet but that this is a normal drop. There is a good ice 
field on this lake but the warmer water coming from this lake has 
kept the Magalloway River open . Grove reported that the last time 
he visited that area the river was all open. That was last week . 
The pond above the great Falls dam in Lewiston shows a lot of 
open water . It froze over during the deep freeze of two weeks ago,
but now is partly open again and this pond backs up beyond the new 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Bridge . or the new third bridge . 
Some river odor was noticed in both Lewiston and A~burn and 
Dr. Walter A Lawrance, the rivermaster , said this was due in 
part to the open water and the stiring up of the river as the 
water aomes over the rips and dams . 
There is a normal build- up under an ice field and then when 
there is a stretch of aggitated open water the odor is given off 
into the air. An ice cover prohibits to larme extent the transfer 
of oxygen from the air . 
There 1s little that can be done during the winter months to 
stop the odor short of the overall clean-up of the river which now 
is well underway both from an industrial and from a municipal 
sewerage standpoint . 
Dr . Lawrance, who keeps a close watch on the river throughout
the year as the court-appointed rivermaater . said that during the 
winter months with the colder water there is a lack of bacteria 
action to clear the river. As the water warms , the bacteria 
become more active and the cleaning process becomes more rapid . 
February 5. 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
Temperature Drop Freezes 
Over Androsooggin River 
William M. Grove , agent-engineer of the Union Water Power 
Co •• said Monday the return of cold weather has caused a tighten­
ing up of river oonditions and what was open water during the 
warm spell now is ice covered . 
"We have a lot of cold upriver , " was the way Grove reported 
on his weekend trip to the headquarters of the Androscoggin River . 
He said it now appears like normal wintertime conditions upriver
and this is being reflected in the river flaw . 
It is still above normal for this time of the year, being at 
about 5, 000 cubic feet per second , down from the 8 , 500 ers of a 
10 
week ago. However, normal for this time of the winter season is 
around 3,000 era . 
Grove reported about average snow conditions upriver with a 
water content of about 4.5 inches . With the reservoir area down 
to 63 percent full as a result of a draw on this water , Grove said 
there is ample storage room available . 
The Water Resources Division of the U.S . Geological Survey, 
in its Current Water Resources Oondition report on ~1aine , states 
that January runoff was excessive statewide and groundwater levels 
were in the above normal range except in northern Maine . 
Quantity of water in usable storage decreased seasonally but 
at the end of January was 76 per cent of full capacity , 162 per 
cent of average for the date , and 125 per cent of that available 
a year ago . Water content of the snow covers ranges from a 
negligible amount in coastal areas to over four inches in the 
mountains . February runoff is expected to be above normal state­
wide if temperatures and preCipitation are in the normal range . 
The Androscoggin River basin has a full capacity of 28,lOOBCF. 
At South Paris , the Androscoggin River runoff was 168 per cent of 
normal , and for the Androscoggin River basin the storage area was 
62 per cent of full, as compared to 47 per cent last year and 
48 per cent average . 
Precipitation figures for January showed 3. 75 inches at Gulf 
Island Dam in LeWiston, 2.82 inOhes at Rumford , 2.96 inches at 
Errol , N. H., 2. 33 inches at Moosehead Lake and 2. 49 inches at Rip­
ogenus Dam . 
The ground water level deolined from the very high levels 
reached in December and at the end of January they were in the 
above-normal . 
The observation well at Augusta hit a new high level at the 
end of December and the water level in the observation well at 
BrunSWick, where artesian conditions prevail , was at its highest
since measurements began in 1958. At Augusta the water level was 
4. 25 feet below land surface , at Middle Dam in the Rangeley Lakes 
Region it was 3.a feet , at Auburn 4. 31 feet, at Brunswick 28.22 
feet . This meant the level of the Brunswick well was up 5.32 
feet , Auburn up 0 . 32 feet, Middle Dam 2 feet and Augusta 2. 41 feet . 
The survey reported flood-prone area maps covering 35 t opo­
graphio quadrangles , had been received and are available on re­
quest from the office . Included in the areas are Dixfield , Free­
port , Gorham, Gray, Lewiston . and Poland . 
In the Androscoggin River Basis the Union Water POW9r Co. 
and the USGS have reported these snow depths and water content 
with the readings being for Jan . 1 and Jan. 15 respectively: 
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Errol , N. H. 10 and 14. 5; Aziscohos 9 and 14; Middle Dam 
8 and 13; Upper Dam g and 12; and South Paris 5. 4 inches . As of 
Jan . 30 , the USGS reported , Gorham N. H., 7. 2 inches ; Roxbury 
8 . 3 inches; Upton 11 . 6 inches and Westworth Location , N. H., 
12 . 8 inches . 
February 5, 1974 Lewiston Sun- Journal 
Annual Review Edition 
Brown to spend 
over $20 million 
BERLIN, N. H, - During 1972 and 1973 - and continuing during
1974 and beyond - Brown Company has and will continue to expend 
a great deal of time , money and effort in tearing down old , main­
taining and improving existing, and building new plant facilities 
at Berlin and Gorham, New Hampshire . 
During 1972, Brown Company embarked on a demolition program
the major demolition project of that year was the bearing-down
of its old abandoned Burgess sulphite bleachery. During 1973 , 
there were several additional demolition projects , the major one 
being the tearing-down of approximately one- third of its old 
Burgess sulphite mill digester building built in 1892 , along with 
adjacent associated equipment and buildings , During 1974, addit­
ional demolition is scheduled , with the biggest single project
being the elimination of what is referred to as the Burgess sul­
phite dryer building. 
Brown Company's Demolition Program will substantially improve
the general appearance of its plants and increase the efficiency
within the plants by improving mill aocess routes and reducing
maintenanoe costs of the abandoned buildings . 
Improvements 
During 1972. many improvements in e xist1ng equipment and 
facilities were realized . Among such improvements were the in­
stallation of a $500 ,000 scrubber on the No . 11 Kraft ecovery
Boiler smokestack - Brown's largest single source of air pollu­
tion , Improved and expanded paper mill production equipment such 
as the installation of a swimming roll on No . 3 paper machine , 
the installation of a pulp press on the No . 4 paper machine , along
with a pulp baling line , new refiners on No . 2, No . 3 and No . 9 
paper machines , and the installation of new electric drives on 
No . 1 and No . 9 paper maohines, adding up to approximately . 75 
million dollars at Brown Company's Cascade Mill . In additioni a lime kiln scrubber was installed at Brown Company's raft Mil 
for the purpose of recovering lime dust (the white particles you
notice on your car) with a total cost of $200 , 000 . 
During 1973 , Brown Company continued to improve its existing
facilities with such projects as the computerization of its No . 1 
paper maehine_ the installation of new head boxes on its No. 2 and 
No . 3 paper machine , the rebuilding of its time office and the 
renovation of its Cascade Mill administrative offices at a total 
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costcost of . 75 million dollars . Also , during 1973 , extensive 
enlarg ng and paving facilities was accomplished . 
During 1974, Brown Company plans to rebuild its No . g re­
covery boiler at its Kraft Mill at a cost of 2.5 million dollars 
along with many other relatively smaller improvement projects . 
New Building 
New equipment and facilities that have been added, are cur­
rently in the process of being built or are scheduled to be 
started during 1974 are key factors in determining the stability
and growth potential at Brown Company. 
During 1973, new equipment was purchased and installed at 
Brown Company's floc plant to increase the productivity in that 
area . This project amounted to approximately . 75 million dollars 
and is nearly completed at this time . Also , during 1973 , Brown 
Company started a large addition to its present absorbent pro­
ducts warehouse located at its Cascade Mill . This project will 
enable Brown Oompany's absorbent products division to locate its 
manufacturing equipment in the same building with its warehousing
facilities at a cost of approximately 2. 25 million dollars . This 
project is scheduled for completion by December, 1974 . 
Treatment Plant 
During 1974. Brown Company will embark on its biggest single
pollution abatement project with the starting of construction of 
two wastewater treatment plants at a cost approaching 12 million 
dollars . This project is scheduled to be completed by January 1, 
1977. In the spring of 1974, the start-up of a new black liquor
oxidation system at Brown Company's Kraft Mill should be completed . 
This project is expected to reduoe the cabbage-like odor oommon 
to the Kraft Mill cooking process . This project will total ap­
proximately . 50 million dollars upon its completion . 
On Dec . 13 , 1973 Brown Company's board of directors approved 
a large capital project referred to as KMO Projeot (Kraft Mill 
Optimization , ) This project will be started during 1974 and will 
have a total cost of approximately 5. 5 million dollars and is 
scheduled for completion by March 1975 . 
Inoluded in this project will be a new flume for feeding
wood to the woodroom , a new chipper and chip-screens for the wood­
room, outside chip storage, a new NQ . 9 Digester for the Kraft 
Pulp Mill and a major overhaul of the small lime kiln in the 
Kraft Mill. It will also include minor changes in the bleach 
plants , washer area , screen room, digester area and evaporator 
area . 
Another projeot started in late 1973 , scheduled for comple­
tion during 1974. is the installation of a new superealender
machine and a new reqinder at the Paper Converting Department in 
Brown Company's Cascade Mill . This project. along with a few 
relatively minor projects, are anticipated to cost approximately
1 . 2 million dollars . 
13 
February 5, 1974 Lewiston Sun- Journal 
Annual Review Edition 
Oxford Paper pumps
millions into plant
By Norman Jensen 
Mill Manager 
run·WORD - After a relatively slow start , sales and earnings in 
the paper industry made strong advances, particularly in the last 
half of 1973 . Based on our order situation we are optimistic as 
we enter 1974. 
However , our optimism must be tempered with caution since 
at this time it is impossible to interpret the impact of the 
energy crisis on our operation . We are a major consumer of 
enerr; for example, in our Rumford mill our requirement for 
No . oil 1s approximately one million barrels annually . 
Although we believe we can maintain productiVity and employ­
ment with a 10 per cent energy reduction, any curtailment beyond
this would create economic problems . At the outset of this energy
orisis we immediately named a ten-member energy conservation team 
headed by Stuart R. Cooper and the goal of this team 1s to reduoe 
energy usage by at least 10 per cent . I am happy to report that 
realistic progress 1s being achieved in meeting this goal . 
Improvements In 1973 
During the past year we have instituted many programs as we 
strived to make our mill more competitive while at the same time 
fulfilling our responsibilities 1n the areas of envi.ronmental im­
provement . Highlighting our activities was the completion of an 
interceptor sewer system. This is the first step in Oxford ' s 
$lO-million-primary- seoondary water treatment program scheduled 
for eompletion by Oct. 1 , 1975 . This interceptor sewer project
is being financed through the issuance of industrial revenue 
bonds and issuance of these bonds "'as approved in a special refer­
endum bote on May 19 at which time the Rumford voters approved
the proposal by a vote of 1458 to 33 . 
In September a lime mud recovery system was put into opera­
tion and this system reduced pollution by about 3, 000 tons per 
year of lime and mud plus a significant quantity of kraft mill 
chemicals . 
Early in the year, we announced the successful start-up of 
our No . 10 Machine at Rumford following an extensive rebuild . 
This $3 . 75-mil11on rebuild culminated Ii years of planning foll­
owed by a year of intensive design by mill personnel to convert 
the machine from coated groundwood publication grades to fine 
groundwood free coated rotogravure and offset grades . 
During 1973 we continued to make significant progress in the 
area of safety and health in the mill . The major capital jobs
included the continuing work on machine guards at a cost of 
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$47 ,000 and installation of emergency lighting costing $27 , 000 . 
However , these readily identifiable projects do not begin 
to tell the whole story of our safety expenditures since during
1973 work went forward in a wide variety of areas as we strived 
to improve our mill's safety. The total expended during 197) in 
support of these safety efforts was over $500 , 000 . 
February 5. 1974 Lewiston Sun. Journal 
Annual Review Edition 
IP waste treatment 
plant is ready early 
LIVERMORE FALLS - Environmental improvement has been a key part
of the progress registered by the International Paper Company
in Maine during 1973 , but the energy crisis will cause some delay
in the start-up of the company's new secondary waste water treat­
ment facilities at Jay on the Androscoggin River. 
The 37- acre secondary treatment lagoon is equipped with 17 
floating aer.tors powered by 100 h . p . electric motors . Around 
) . 200 barrels of oil a month are required to generate enough
electricity necessary to operate the new waste treatment equip­
ment . Through the Maine Department of Environmental Protection , 
delay of the plants startup is on a month-to-month basis . 
Several new waste water improvement facilities at the And­
roscoggin Mill were completed during 1973 and are presently in 
operation~ These include a second primary clarifying basin . a 
foam trap and a diffuser outfall pipe which remove materials from 
the mill's waste water, reduce the foam and iffuse the mill's 
effluent back into the river . 
Three Years Ahead 
The first primary clarifying basin , which measures 190 feet 
in diameter and is capable of handling 30,000 , 000 gallons of waste 
water a daYt was built into the mill when it was constructed dur­
ing 196)- 1905 . 
Compl tion of the secondary treatment plant - the first in 
Maine - is three years ahead of the State's 1976 deadline . 
The secondary treatment plant duplicates the biological 
process of the river . Through the use of high concentrations of 
bacteria and oxygen supplied by the mechanical aerators , the 
plant is able to treat concentrated waste materials in the spa e 
of a few acres where otherwise it would take many miles of river 
to accomplish . This biological process duplicates the clean lng
and neutralizing action that takes place in nature but at a greater
speed and under controlled conditions . 
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International Paper Company's speeded-up pollution abatement 
plan involved outlaying $3 .7 million in a relatively short time . 
This, however, gives company officials extra time to evaluate 
equipment effectively and to check the quality of effluent to 
ascertain that it meets state standards . 
What It Does 
The completed waste water treatment system will improve the 
mill's effluent significantly by removinr, all settleable solids , 
95 per cent of suspended solids and more than a5 per cent of the 
biological demand - that factor in the mill's effluent that acts 
to reduce the oxygen . 
In addition to the secondary waste water treatment program , 
the Androscoggin Mill is equipped with a number of other facili­
ties which treat waste waters before they are returned to the 
river. 
Solid materials, which are removed by the two primary clari­
fying basins, are centrifuged through two Bird centrifuge units 
to remove water. These two units are each capable of removing 
some 40 tons of sludge per day . A 20 per cent solids content 
cake is produced after dewatering with the centrifuges. 
In addition to the centrifuges are two Jones Pressmasters 
which serve as sludge presses. These presses each have 8. capacity
of 40-50 B. D. tons daily . The waste sludge i drawn from the 
bottom of the primary clarifiers and thickened by running a por­
tion through the Bird centrifuges and mixed to 5 per cent solids . 
This mixture is pumped to the two sludge presses continually, 
ddwatered to about 30 per cent solids, mixed with bark and sawdust 
and burned 1n the mill's power plant. 
Daily Testing 
A special air and water laboratory, at Androscoggin Mill , is 
used strictly for pollution control testing. It has the equipment 
necessary to carry out a full schedule of testing, including river , 
air and process sewer evaluation. 
Three laboratory technicians work in this lab testing the 
river water, process effluent flows. stack emissions and black 
liquor oxidation systems. Androscoggin River conditions are 
followed closely each day by testing above, at and below the mill 
site for the significant water quality parameters - pH, biochemi­
cal oxygen demand, dissolved oxygen content, temperature and solids . 
All process effluent flows are tested daily by operating
department as well as the total mill effluent at the primary waste 
treatment plant. The principal parameters measured are solids 
content both combustible and non-eombustible, sodium oontent and 
conductivity. This information is furnished the operating super­
intendents on a daily basis in order to keep them well informed 
ot white water losses from each department . 
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The lime kiln and recovery furnace stacks are tested on a 
routine basis to determine the quantity of particulate mat er 
emitted to the atmosphere and the amount of hydrogen sulfide and 
other sulfer gases released . Weak and strong black liquor oxida­
tion systems are tested daily to determine oxidation efficiency. 
All information on stack emission and oxidation efficiency is 
reportedly daily to the responsible department superintendents . 
Any other routine or special tests involving air and water 
problems are conducted in the air and water laboratory. 
Leake of the Department of Environmental Protection in talk­

February 5, 1974 
Pollution work 
Lewiston Sun- Journal 
Annual Review Edition 
moves forward 
despite crisis 
By Geoffrey Gevalt 
"Therets no picture of gloom and doom over here" said David 
t DEP)
ing about whether or not the energy crisis is affecting DEP's work, 
but he added that it was a mixed situation, 
Leake , chief of the Division of Information and Education , 
aid that the crisis was adversely affecting some work in the Air 
and Water Bureaus , but in solid waste the orisis has provided
"some impetus to encourage recycling . " 
He said that there was a meeting Jan . 10 with the Committee 
of Resource Recovery which produced a "tremendous turnout . " He 
added that it "was mostly people from industries who were invited 
to discuss the problems in reoycling , such as trensportation ot 
th material , the development of a market tor recycled products ••• 
they have shown a lot of support . " 
Recyoling Benefits 
With the rising costs of pulp and paper production , he com­
mented , "recycling is becoming more attractive . " He said the same 
held true for glass, metals and even chemicals , noting that one 
paper company had managed to save a tremendous amount of money
by recycling some of the chemicals that formerly were dumped in 
the river . 
The only problem that could arise with the crisis , he explain­
ed , was "if we run completely dry (of fuel) then we won ' t be able 
to transport the materials to the recycling centers . But thi is 
on the extreme . " 
He also noted that the Land Bureau of DEP was not experienc­
ing any energy crisis problems related with site location and 
development of dumps being planned under the new sanitary guide­
lines set up by DEP. 
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However , the Air and Water Bureaus are running into problems
due to the energy crisis, but Leake thought they would be short­
termed ones. 
IP Problem 
The biggest item in the Water Bureau is the delay in imple­
mentation of the second stage treatment plant at the International 
Paper plant in Jay . Leake explained that the company had been 
granted the delay because if they activated the second plant now, 
the company would have to layoff workers at the other plant , due 
to limited supplies and higher costs of fuel . He added that the 
primary treatment plant had been upgraded and the secondary one 
would probably remain idle throughout the winter . 
RDelay requests will be on a monthly basis • • • granted only on 
a continued shortage of energy in the company," he commented . 
An indirect shortage caused by the energy crisis is the low 
supply of chlorine . Leake explained that a tremendous amount of 
electricity was needed to produce chlorine, but although some 
treatment plants using the chemicial had run low, he did not know 
of any that had run out . 
Chlorine Shortage 
He noted that only six per cent of the nation's chlorine is 
us d to treat water and sewage and the rest is used in industries 
such as in the manufacture of paper and in the making of plastic
plumbing pipes which are not being used instead of copper ones . 
But even though industrympresents the biggest user of chlorine , 
in a recent meeting held with~presentatives from DEP . Health and 
Welfare Department and the chlorine industries , it was decided to 
set water treatment as the top priority user. sewage treatment 
second and the industries last in the event of a more severe 
shortage . 
March 14. 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
Sewage Treatment 
Anoth r step along the difficult road to a cleaner Androscog­
gin River has been taken with the openJng of the sewage treatment 
plant for Lewiston- Auburn . The tacility is on the River Road in 
Lewiston. 
This weeki the $6 million plant began receiving the treating 
sewage trom a ine which fit through the property where the in­
stallation was built to discharge directly into the river. How, 
only treated effluent will reach the river . 
Work on the interceptor sewers, which will carry the major 
part of the sewage trom both cities to the Lewiston plant is con­
tinuing. When the construction is completed the treatment plant
will handle ten million gallons of sewage daily . 
A quarter century ago , industrial waste , primarily from the 
pulp and paper mills , caused the major river pollution . That has 
been reduced to a minimum . Today, the major polluters are the 
cities and towns along the river . Sewage treatment is beginning 
to cope with that situation . 
We are making progress . But it still will be years before 
the Androscoggin River is cleaned up . 
March 14. 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 
Editorial 
Red Letter Event 
At last the twin city sewage treatment plant is in operation . 
It is not a 100 per cent operation , There are a number of addi ­
tional conduits in the two cities to be connected before the anti­
cipated processing of close to 10 million gallons daily is under­
taken , 
Included in the waste being treated under this initial 
operation is around a million gallons coming from the Hillcrest 
Foods plant . This change alone will result in a sharp reduction 
in the amount of pollution entering the Androscoggin River! since 
previously Hillcrest had no alternative but to dump diredt y into 
the river. Now the company simply funnels this waste into a sewer 
that passes across its property on Commercial Street , and this 
sewer carries the same to the sewage treatment facility . 
The opening of the facility by the Lewiston-Auburn Water 
Pollution Control Authority represente a giant step ahead in the 
planned control of pollution along the Androscoggin . Eventually
there will be no municipal or industrial untreated wastes enter­
ing the river, and the time will come when the Androscoggin will 
again be comparatively clean . 
There has been a marked improvement in the water quality
of the river since the early 1940' s , even though not a great deal 
has been done to accomplish this . Just the treatment designed to 
provide more oxygen in the water has proved of considerable hlp . 
Added to this was the oonversion from the sulphite paper-making 
process to other processes by the Oxford Paper Go. mill at Rumford 
and the International Paper Co . mill in the Chisholm-Jay-Liver­
more Falls area . 
We are confident Lewiston-Auburn area residents are going 
to be amazed at just how rapidly the beautifully river which makes 
up the boundary between the two cities will be restored to some­
thing near its original purity. And it will be due in large part 
to facilities like the one that began operation here Monday. 
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April U~, 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
Letters to t .he Editor 
Cleaner River 
To the Editor: 
Although the environmental consciousness inspired in most 
of us during the 1960s has brought about many needed reforms , 
the job is not complete . Still today the Androsooggin River is 
blighted by heavy organic pollution from the paper and pulp in­
dustry and sewage pollution from riverside towns . The industries 
are not to be faulted for this however as they have spent a great
deal of money on pulp process improvement , with very positive
results. As many local people may remember , there once was an 
odor problem caused by sulfite pollution that was totally un­
bearable . By court agreement , the Brown t Oxford and International 
Paper Companies undertook pulp processing changes that virtually
eliminated sulfite pollution by 1959 at a total cost of nearly
$27 million. These efforts have also succeeded in removing the 
lime and ash pollution that also presented problems . By 1960. 
the savere nitrate pollution, once at 957 tons yearly , was also 
eliminated. 
All of these efforts by both local officials and industry 
must be laudede Still the work is inoomplete . Currently, organic
pollution caused by de-barking processes leave the river in an 
unuseable state for recreational purposes while seriously hinder­
ing the stuary...dependent fishing industry. Under these oondi­
tions virtually all natural life in the river, once a salmon run­
way , cannot survive . 
The organic pollution problem delineates the oxygen supply
below minimum levels . Anerobic bacteria then introduced problems
of hydrogen sulfide pollution and carbonic acide pollution . These 
elements combine to lower the pH of the river to an acidic level, 
tar less hospitable to the life forms it once supported . 
Although federal law requires the use of oxygen dispersion
mechanism now in use at the Gulf Island Dam these measures are 
inadequate . Steps must be taken to force the inflow of organic
pollution to a stop . The proven floatation method or screening
methods of removing these wastes inside the plant must be employed . 
Surely the industries should not bear the entire brunt of this 
expense , but action must be taken . The potential recreational 
and industrial uses of our river are at stake along with our pride
in the ability to overcome our man made problems. 
The money to accomplish these ends is available now under 
federal grant programs . It is the duty of the individual, local 
officials and our state government to see that the job is done . 
Kevin Garrity
Bates College
Lewiston 
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May 15 , 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
t140 Million Plan 
for IP Expansion
Announced at Jay 
JAY ~ The International Paper Company announced Tuesday morning 
authorized plans for a l40-million-dollar expansion to its Andros­
coggin Hill here at Jay. 
The announcement was made by William J . Connolly of New Yor k 
City , vioe-president-publia relations to over 500 IP employees, 
retirees , and citizens who packed the Jay Community Building to 
hear the announcement . 
Connolly said that the expansion is contigent upon acquiring 
necessary environmental permits, on availability of required tran­
sportation services, and on resolution of current issues involving
local taxation , 
The expansion , when implemented, will involve additions to 
the mill's wood handling system. Additions will be made to the 
pulp mill and a new paper machine room will be built for two new 
paper machines . 
The proposed expansion is the largest single new capital in­
vestment proje~t in the history of International Paper, the world ' s 
largest manufacturer of paper products . 
The proposed expansion would create an estimated 250 jobs and 
a further 1,000 jobs in \>lOodlands, transportation and other sup­
porting business in Maine . The annual pulpwood requirements will 
inorease from 500 ,000 to 825,000 cords . Paper production at the 
Androscoggin Mill will inerease from 270. 000 tons per year to 
444, 000 tons per year. 
In making the announcement . Connolly said International Paper
has authorized applications to appropriate state and federal agen­
cies to determine environmental standards for the addition to the 
mill and to aoquirQ the necessary operating permits . IF's plans 
are also contingent on the availability of additional rail and 
other transportation services to handle the projected increase 
1n incoming and outgoing shipments of raw materials and finished 
paper . 
The company also is continuing to assess the burden of real 
estate and other taxes . The expansion would require enlargement
of the mill · s existing environmental protection systems to meet 
all ourrent standards . IP has engaged the consulting engineering
services of Edward C. Jordan Company, Inc . of Portland to conduct 
environmental studies . 
The expansion would permit more efficient utilization of 
existing wood resources, both company-owned and private, in ~~ine 
including the use of residuals in the paper making process, and 
the use of bark and other by- products which will result in sub­
stantial savings in fuel oil and energy requirements . 
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Connolly also said that the expansion would provide a 306- inch 
white paper machine and a 265-inch carbonizing paper machine to 
permit the eompany to continue serving the needs ot its customers 
on the business forms industry , while making maximum use ot the 
available fiber in each cord of wood~ 
Following Connolly's announcement of the Androscoggin Mill ' s 
proposed expansion program, John M. Nevin, Androscoggin Mill 
manager , and James E. Carpenter, assistant general manager-pro­
duction of Glens Falls , presented a colored-slide explanation ot 
the location and types of additions to the present Androscoggin
Mill. 
International Paper owns 1,25 million aeres of timberland in 
Maine which is available for the support of the Androscoggin Mill . 
Nevin said the sompany's woodlands would be fully utilized . Truck­
wood from its own lands and outside purchases currently constitutes 
two-thirds of the annual wood supply and the other one-third comes 
by rail from eastern and northern Maine . 
The expansion will bring IP up to full utilization of virtual­
ly all species of wood. Volume from company lands will be increas­
ed by 175,000 cords and open market purchased wood will be increas­
ed by 150 , 000 cords . 
Proposed changes include the adding of handling facilities 
for both truck and rajl chips . The present barking drums and 
chipper will be relocated and other changes made to handle eight
foot wood as well as four foot as at present . 
In the pulp mill , new major equipment will include six batch 
digesters , washers , and many other new installations . In the 
power plant, a 35 , 000 kilowatt turbo generator will be added . 
The new paper machine building will be added to the front 
side of the mill . This building will be almost 200 feet wide and 
over 1, 000 feet long. The 306- inch machine will be installed 
first . This machine will produce 140 , 000 tons of uncoated white 
papers per year . The second machine will produce 34.000 tons per 
year of carbonizing tissue . 
In the effluent treating system two large clarifiers and 10 
aerating units will be added . These will permit IP to meet pres­
ent effluent requirements for the expanded mill. 
Nevin said that the pulp mill is soheduled to be ready the 
end of 1976 and the paper machines in operation by early to mid 
1977 and the mill bUilding , including the new finishing and ship­
ping addition , up to full produotion by August 197a . 
Participating in the announcement at the Jay Community Build­
ing 1n addition to Connolly , Carpenter and Nevin , were Richard W. 
O'Brien , manager of the Otis Mill in Jay and r~orge M. Blaisdell , 
general superintendent of Operated Wood-Woodlands Division . 
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Announcement of the proposed expansion also was made by 
company officials and Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis at a State House 
news conference. Company officials participating were Arthur F. 
Perkins, vice president-phy ical districution , New York City; . 
Clarence Nichols, asst . general manager- engineering construction , 
Glen Falls, N.Y.; ~1orrls R. Wing, regional Manager- woodlands; 
and Ben Pike , public relations director, both of the Jay mills . 
It was on October 8, 1963 , that company officials announced 
that a new $54 million pulp and paper mill , with two paper machines 
would be built in the Jay-Livermore Falls area . In November . 1963 
it was announced that a site between the villages of Jay and Riley
1n the town of Jay, had been selected for the new mill . The first 
paper was shipped from this mill on December 28 , 1965. 
On January 11 , 1966 a $39 million expansion was revealed tor 
the new Androscoggin ft.ill with a third paper machine to produce
coated publication paper and a new groundwood mill. 
International Paper Company was organized 76 years ago , with 
Hugh Chisholm of the original founders of the company. Chisholm 
operated several pulp and paper mills in the Jay-Livermore Falls 
area in 1898. The Otis raIl was the largest paper mill in the 
world at that tjme . 
Caption under picture for this article: 
International Paper Plans Discussed at Jay 
International Paper Company officials talk with Anthony Benedetto, 
chairman of the Jay Board of Selectmen, of left , following the 
announcement of a ~140 million expansion program to the !P's 
Androscoggin Mill at Jay. Company officials participating in the 
announcement were left center, James E. Carpenter of Glens Falls , 
New York. Assistant General Manager-Production, Northern Division; 
John M. Nevin, Androscoggin Mill Manager ; and William J . Connolly
of New York City, Viee-President-Public Relations , who made the 
official announcement . (Brad Crafts Photo) 
May 14, 1974 Lewiston Journal 
IP Announces $140 Million Expansion 
Substantionally the same as the Sun article . 
May 15, 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 
Editorials 
Expansion At Jay 
The announcement by International Paper Co . of its planned
$140 million expansion of its Androscoggin Mill at Jay represents
excellent news for the State of Maine , and particularly for this 
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Central Maine area . Pres~!ng the proposal is approved in terms 
of meeting environmental standards , and there is no reason to 
think this will prove a roadblock , the addition of two new paper
machines and of a new pulp Qill wood handling system will mean 
many additional jobs . 
Company spokesmen said the expansion would call for the 
employment of another 250 individuals at the Androscoggin Mill , 
while another thousand would be hired in woodlands , transporta­
tion and supporting businesses . International Paper currently
has 1 , 300 persons on its payroll at the mill, while another 
5, 000 are employed gainfully in related industries. 
The planned expansion anticipates the new pulp mill will be 
functioning by late 1976. The paper machines would become opera­
tive by mid-l977 , with full production looked the following 
summer. Meanwhile , of course , there will be hundreds of indivi­
duals working in construction and in setting up the various mach­
ines . Thus , once the expansion has passed state and federal envir­
onmental requirements there will be a growing number of people
hired to work on the project . 
In addition the foregoing , IP will install a 35 , 000 kilowatt 
turbo generator that will enable the mill to operate independent
of purchased power . The steam for the turbine will be provided
by a new bark boiler that will be designed for conversion to coal 
should another oil shortage prove a problem. 
The fact .the nationts largest paper company has decided to 
carry out the single greatest capital investment in its history 
at Jay, Maine , indicates how well satisfied the company is with 
its experience in the Pine Tree state . Of course IP has an inter­
est in extensive woodland acreage in the state, but this holds 
true for the company in a number of other states . 
On the basis of this decision it seems clear International 
Paper has found Maine ~orkers competent and dedicated . Also , and 
this too is important , the company must have had a basically har­
monious relationship both with the state and with the thousands 
it employs to cut and bring pulp to the Androscoggin Mill and to 
undertake work outside but related to the operation of the mill . 
There is every reason to b alieve the eJC?a nsi on of Androscoggin
I,all will be carried out as planned . As noted at the beginning
of this commentary this has to be the best of news . It is the 
economic highlight for Meine of this decade . 
May 16, 1974 I.ewiston Daily Sun 
Editorials 
The IP Expansion 
There is good news for Androsooggin County and tor Maine 
in the plans of the International Paper Co . to expand its large, 
modern plant in Jay ~ Completion of that project will mean 250 
new jobs in the pulp mill , and 1,000 other jobs in related busines­
ses and woodlands operations . 
IP currently employs 1 , 300 persons in Maine , \>hile another 
5, 000 persons are employed in related and supportive industries . 
The expansion plan means the expenditure of $140 million . The 
timetable calls for the pulp mill to be ready at the end of 1976, 
the new paper machines in operation in mid-1977, and the new plant
in full production by August of 1975 . 
Included in the expansion plans is a 35 , 000 kilowatt turbo 
generator which will produce all of the eleotric power required
by the entire oomplex. 
The Androscoggin Mill in Jay is an ultra-modern plant which 
beaan operating the only nine years ago. It was built at a eost 
o£ $54 million . The plant was expanded in 1966-67 at a cost ot 
$39 million . The latest planned expansion will be the largest 
ever undertaken by IP anywhere . 
The Jay mill has excellent water treatment facilities . 
Water rrom the Androscoggin River is filtered and cleaned before 
use . After use , it is cleaned once again , with chemicals re o ·or­
ad for reuse , solids removed and used as fuel and the water treat­
ed in settling lagoons before final release into the river . These 
facilities will be enlarged to take oare of the expansion . 
A spokesman for IP said that the firm will apply to state 
and federal environmental agencies for licenses and to determine just what standards it must meet when the new part of the plant 
goes into operation. In the ourrent state of anti pollution
teohnology , there should be no holdup . 
the Mault reasonable cannot be aohieved overnight . In the absence 

June g, 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
Editorial 
Jobs Over Pollution 
Clean waters are a worthwhile and necessary objectibe . But 
of positive e tdnee of .a hazard to publio health , industry should 
be llowed sufficient time to overcome its pollution problems . 
That is the essence of a decision by a three judge panel in 
the U.S. Court of Appeals in St . Louis , Mo . In handing down the 
deoision, the panel overruled district court judge whose order 
to the Reserve Mining Co . to end its pollution of Lake Superior 
at once resulted in a two day shut-down in April, throwing 3 , 000 
people out of wo rk . 
The appeals court previously had granted a temporary stay
of the distriot court order, to protect the jobs of the people
of Silver Bay, Minn. Reserve Mining is the princip 1 industry and 
ohief employer . 
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The Oourt of App als ruled that District Judge Miles Lord 
of Minneapolis had "carried his analysis (of the ease) one step
beyond the evidence . Judge Lord apparently took the position
that all uncertainties should be resolved in favor of health 
safety xxxx(that represents a legislative policy judgment, not 
a judicial one . " 
The panel conceded that the taconite waste discharge "may,. 
or may not result in detrimental health ettects, but , for the 
present, that is simply unknown. " Consequently. the judges held 
that Reserve must end its pollution "as quickly as feasible , 
under the circumstances . " 
There has to be an element of live and let live in the anti­
pollution campaign . In the Reserve case , jobs have won over 
pollution, for the time being . The Appeals Court solutionis a 
reasonable one . 
June 13 . 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 
Former Auburn Man 

Authors Andros . Story 

Page Jones of Berlin , N. H. tormer well known Auburn resi­
dent , is bringing out his book 'Evolution of a Valley, The 
Androsooggin Story" next fall . The book will have approximately
200 pages and will be very well illustrated , many of the photo­
graphs being rare old prints of the early days "on the river . " 
During Jones years in Lewiston-Auburn he took an active 
interest in the Community Little Theater. serving both in organi­
zational capacity and often appearing in the plays . He later 
did much TV and moving picture work in New York City. 
His book is being brought out by the Pheonix Publishing Co. 
of New Canaan, N. H. The Pheonix Publishing Company is a relatively 
new business, owned by "Lex" Paradis and A. L.Morris . Mr. Paradis 
was with a major publishing firm and Mr . Morr! ' has ·b d much cor­
porate experience with engineering firms, particularly in the 
promotion field . Both men left their positions to move to the 
"North Country" and have been established their new firm which 
already has had several books , all non-fiction. published and 
most successful . 
Page Joses book has been in the writing stage for three years
because he has been constantly bringing it up to date . Much up­
dating has been required because of the pollution fight and now 
the "Evolution of a Valley" tells the story from the beginning to 
the present day of the development of the Androscoggin Valley , 
thanks to the great river . 
Several major industrial fims in Maine are showing much 
interest in the book because they feel it presents a true pictur
of the story of both the river and the river valley. 
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"I didn 't pull any punches , " says Page Jones , "Nor did I 
give a one- sided picture . I told both sides of the story. I 
wanted to tell the story of this country I love and tell it as 
truthfully as I knew how. Now, I have a summer of galley. proof
reading ahead of me . I tell you , writing a book is truly a major 
undertaking. I've found that out . 
July 8, 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
River PhtSiesl 
Condition of Androscoggins Hetter Than Last Year 
By Lewis Hillier 
The Androscoggin River is becoming less polluted . That ' s 
the word from Dr , Walter G. Lawrance, rivermaster, who said that 
general conditions on the river. especially upstream, are better 
than they were a year ago at this time . 
The main reason for the improvement , Dr. Lawrance said, i8 
the new treatment plant at International Paper in Jay , which went 
into operation five or six weeks ago . The plant now has both 
primary and secondary treatment facilities in operation , which 
are "removing substantial amounts of industrial waste which were 
previously discharging into the river . " 
The removal of the industrial wastes, he said ~ contributes 
to the raising ·of the oxygen level . The condition or' the river 
differs in other ways from that of last summer. The flow has 
been good, he said, but not qui.te as large as last year, and the 
temperature has been slightly below normal , but not much . 
The oxygen level is quite good , Dr . l,awrance said . He ex­
plained that the temperature of the water rises, the oxygen level 
declines . 
Progress is being made with the construction of the treat­
ment plants at both Oxford Paper Co . in Rumtord and at Brown 
Comp~y in Berlin, N. H. It is quite possible , he said , that the 
plan 8 will be in operation late in 1976. 
Dr. Lawrance said he is "well- pleased" with how the results 
are coming along . "Hopefully we should have what might be termed 
a good summer compared with many years ago . 
Four teams of trained staff are working on the river this 
summer, one at Lewiston,and one at eadh of the three paper com­
panies . Among their duties are sampling, testing, determining
perimeters, temperatures , dissolved oxygen levels , biochemical 
oxygen demand, and pH (acidity or alkylenity of the water) . 
Aerators have been installed at the Gulf Island Stattion 
since early June but have not been needed yet this year due to the 
level of oxygen . 
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Me . Eagles Faee Breeding
Problems from Pollutants 
Two Maine eagles never made it past the egg stage because ot 
severe pesticide poisoning. The destruction of the eggs by pollu­
tants was reported by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife service , who added 
that one egg had the highest concentration of pesticides and in­
dustrial pollutants ever found in any bald eagle egg . 
Earlier this spring two eagle eggs were successfully trans­
planted from Minnesota to eagle nests in the lower Kennebec River . 
Badly decomposed eggs were taken from Maine eagle nests and sent 
to a Maryland Research Center . 
The facility disclosed that one of the eggs contained the 
highest concentration of ODE and PCB residues ever analyzed . The 
levels of DDE, dieldrin and PCB in the eggs can l:e characterized 
as excessive and hatching failure can be attributed to them. 
The exact sources of the pollutants are unknown. however in­
dustrial pollutants released into the environment in large quantities
have definitely been proven to be responsible for reproductive
problems 1n several species of fish-eating birds . 
The report substantiates the belief that the decline in pro­
duction of young Maine eagles i~ associated with environmental pol­
lution . Research efforts to pinpoint sources of these pollutants
continue . 
Although the transfer program of eagle eggs may provide tem­
porary relt.r to a local population, the final solution lies in 
reducing and hopefully eliminating environmental pollutants . 
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Paper Company Expansion
Governed by Laws Pushed 
AUGUSTA, Maine CAP) - A Significant public response will be 
needed to see that expansions of Maine paper companies come und r 
new state and federal water pollution regulations, the Maine Public 
Interest Research Group said Tuesday_ 
The group charged that paper companies which plan major ex­
pansions may be trying to "subvert" the tough federal and state 
pollution laws . 
The group pointed to planned expansion by the International 
Paper Co . at Jay and the St. Regis Paper Co . in Bucksport, where 
it said the companies plan to doble their waste discharges . 
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PIRG oharged that proposed expansion permits by the two companies , 
will not regulate their waste discharges as new sources, but as 
existing facilities . The group said the companies contend that 
since they are expanding existing faoilities they are not required 
to comply with the new, stricter standards . 
Under federal and state law, all existing industries must 
achieve the "best practicable oontrol technology" for water pol­
lution problems by Oct. 1, 1976. The federal law also requires
that all new sources of pollution achieve even strieter controls , 
"The federal law ••• clearly intended such large construction 
to be regulated as new sources but it is going to take a signifi­
cant response from the public to convince the Maine Board of En­
vironmental Protection and the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
to require enforcement of the stricter pollution controls , " said 
Barbara Alexander , the group ' s project director for air and water 
pollution . 
Ms . Alexander said that several other paper companies are 
discussing pollible expansion . 
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A River Reborn 
The Androscoggin River has had the unenviable reputation of 
being the dirtiest in the state and one of the 10 most polluted
rivers in the nation . But a quarter or a century of effort has 
provided new life to the river . Now, it appears ,that it will be 
the first Maine river to meet 1976 water quality standards set 
by the Legislature . 
In the 1940' s the gaseous fumes from the Androscoggin , dark­
ened white paint on houses in the Twin City area , t~ished silver­
ware in homes and even silver coins in men ' s pockets . The chief 
pollutant in those days was sulphite liquor waste from the pulp
mills along the river. Through the courts , remedial action was 
sought and secured . The mills reduced their pollution , changed 
to a sulphate process of producing paper, eliminating the sulphite 
waste , and controlled their other pollutants . Today , pollution
from the mills is minor and its elimination 1s in sight . 
The biggest source of pollution today is from munioipal sewage
along the river. And that problem 1 being worked on . Sewage 
treatment plants are a reality or under construction . Lewiston­
Auburn , the largest population center along the river, has a com­
bined treatment plant which began operating this year. In time , 
it will handle all of the local sewage . 
The Androscoggin River will not be returned to the pristine
purity of the days of the Indians . It is too muoh to expect that 
Atlantic Salmon will resume migration up the Androscoggin . But 
the rebirth of the river is real . The water is getting cleaner and 
it stands as a monument to the fact that people and the environment 
oan eo- exist. if people are willing. 
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Few Know of Dam That Drowned 
By Edith Labbie 

Few people recall the Babbit- Googin Dam that still spans the 
Androscoggin River on the Auburn- Turner line . It wan not a large
dam, but it had its day . Now the waters of Gulf Island Lake are 
flooded far above it . 
I recall hearing my parents twll about the~ogin Dam" and 
recently. when Mrs. Dawn Conant Grant of Auburn mentioned to me 
that her husband, the late Edward H. Grant had been Superintendent
of the Googin Dam from 1910 to 1926 it sent me searching loeal 
records and then into the archives of the Maine State Library . 
could not find a word about the Dam . It is as though it never 
exist d . Only a few pictures are tangible evidence . 
Mrs. Grant has a picture of the Dam , showing the walkway that 
connected the western side of the structure to the other end of 
Or.ene . Miss Bernice Durgin of the Waterman Road , Auburn , has two 
pictures of the Dam. Then William Gove , Agent and Engineer of the 
Union Water Power Co . kindly went through his files and came up
with some vital information . Thus. by piecing everything together, 
we have a fairly complete account of the Dam that was drowned . 
First Problem 
Almost everyone I interviewed had a different name for that 
Dam. All the names were similar, all named for the owners who 
formed the company that financed the building of the dam kept
changing, according to the person to whom I was talking. 
My parents and Mrs . Dawn Conant Grant always referred to the 
Dam as the Googin Dam, named for Melvin WMel" Googin , a wide-awake 
Lewiston business man . 
An old newspaper clipping referred to the wood n Dam as the 
Babbit and Googin Dam. George G. Babbit of Albany, N.Y. was , 
obviously, a sizable investor in the Dam. 
Another man , in on the ground floor , was the Hon. William 
Newell , a prominent Lewiston attorney who served Lewiston as Mayor
and also was County Attorney. So some of the people referred to 
the wooden dam as the Newell, Babbit and Goggin Dam . 
The Union Water Power Company records revealed that two other 
men, Olin Scott of Bennington , Vt . , and R. J . Weatherbee of Lisbon 
also were in on the deal that founded the Maine Pulp and Paper Co . 
in 1996. 
How It All Began
D velopment rumors have a way of sweeping like wild fire along
b fore definite plans are formulated . That is the way it was in 
the mid- la90s when one man told another to "ieep it under your hat. 
but ." the International Paper Co . was considering putting up a 
pulp mill between Auburn and Livermore . 
I 
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It didn't take long for that important piece of gossip to 
pass from one hat to another! 
Buying Options
Googin , Babbit and Newell quietly began to travel up the 
Androsooggin River to Livermore , buying opinons on water power
flowage on both sides of the stream. In those days the River Road 
went through to Livermore Falls from Lewiston. 
The mid 1990s was a depressed period and most land owners 
were happy to get cash for a strip along their river bank property . 
The men hustled , traveling day and night , until they had the deal 
closed . Finally they controlled the flowage rights between the 
two communities inoluding Turner , Greene and Leeds property . 
Built of Yellow Pine 
The dam was built of logs of yellow pine rather than native 
trees . It has been said that if you could dive to the bottom of 
Gulf Island Lake you would still find the dam completely preserved . 
This Maine Pulp and Paper Company was set up in its contract 
for any ourpose . They had rights to make paper manufacture goods , 
iron , fabrics as well as to produce water power and electricity . 
Everything seemed all sewed up . 
Strong and Sturdy
The wooden dam was not spectacular but it was strong and 
sturdy . The hopes of those living along the shore were as bright
with dollar signs as were those of the men who had worked so hard 
making the dam a reality . 
It was bui·lt over rough water very near the Auburn-Turner 
line . Flash boards , and what Mrs . Grant referred to as "snappers" , 
kept the flow of water under control . 
When the dam was under construction a worker slipped from the 
dam and caught a protruding timber by one hand . His cries brought
assistance . When the dripping man caught his breath he shook his 
head in amazement and said; 
"God was always good to the Irishl " 
Ice has always been a foe to dams and other obstructions in 
the river. One year the top of this dam was completely covered 
with crushed ice of such a consistency that it would bear no 
weight and so eould not be dynamited . 
Change of Plans 
The men of the Maine Pulp and Paper company sold to the 
International Paper Company. Things came to a stand still when 
this company decided to build upstream at Livermore Falls . 
On Nov. 8 , 1905 the officers of the International Paper Com­
pany met in their New York headquarters to diseuss the fate of the 
Babbit- Googin Dam . 
The next year it was in t he hands of t he Colonial Trust 
Company . Then the control of the development was turned over to 
the Trust Company of American in January , 1908. The next year all 
the property was sold to the Union Water nower Company. They used 
it to help regulate the water power of the river. 
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Water Over the Dam 
The usefulness of this dam ceased when construction began for 
the Gulf Island Dam bagan . The Central Maine Power Company pur­
chased the Babb1tt- Goog1n dam which still spans the Androscoggin
dam beneath the waters of Gulf Island Lake . 
The dam was 204 feet above sea level and 30 . 5 miles from the 
mouth of the Androscoggin River . 
"Mel" Googin 
Nearly everyone who lives in Maine 1s familiar with that part
of our coast line known as Goog1n's Rocks , Old Orchard Beach , the 
place where Melvin J . Googin was born in 1952. He attended schools 
in Saco and Old Orchard . Like so many boys of his time he had 
to leave the classroom in order to support himself at an early age .• 
He was 17 years old when he came to Lewiston and learned the 
Blacksmith trade in the Main Street shop of his uncle , Charles 
Deering . Two years later the young man bought out his uncle's 
business . He worked at his trade for 26 years and was one of the 
most expert ho e shoers in Maine . 
Branching Out 
At that time Maine was noted for her fine horses . As a result 
~el" did a brisk business . He was sharp emough to realize that 
although the age of fine horse flesh was in it's heyday the energy
of the future would be supplied by coal . 
In 199O Melvin Googin and General John Harper establ ished a 
coal and wood yard known for years as the Harper and Ooogin firm . 
Later it became the "Googin Fuel Company" with Mel as the President, 
and his son Mel Jr . , as the manager . 
After the original Babbit- Googin Dam partmers disposed of their 
great dream, Mel Sr . turned to real estate . It was said that he 
had probably personally made as many conveyances of property in 
Lewiston as any other man . 
In Legislature
Mel Ooogin Sr . served as a Representative for the Legislature
for many years . He was especially active in a "Save the Lakes" 
fight and was a shrewd and capable organizer in the Fernald- Cobb 
campaign . 
He had other interests . He was an active member of the Grange
and was president of the Lewistoh Board of Trade for two years . 
His wife was the former Carrie Holland . They lived in a fine home 
in LeWiston , at 2g Wakefield St ., and entertained at their Lake 
Auburn cottage . He certainly did very well for a blacksmith' s 
apprentice! William H. Newell 
The other local partner of the Babbit -Googin Dam was the 
Honorable William H. Newell , born in Durham in the year of 19S4. 
H attended the Western State Normal School at Farmington , and 
Kents Hill Seminary. 
While he was the grammar school principal at Brunswick he 
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increased his knowledge by reading in the Bowdoin College library. 
He was still teaching when he was admitted to the Sagadahoc Bar at 
Bath . 
In Lewiston he bacame a full-time lawyer in partnership with 
Attorney D. J ~ McGillicuddy and F. X. Belleau. Later he was a 
member of the firm of Newell and Judkins . By 199~ he was the 
senior member of the Newell and Skelton law firm . 
Hon . William Newell served Lewiston as the City Audiror. City
Solicitor, County Attorney and Mayor of Lewiston . In 1905 he was 
named Judge of Probate and was also President of the Manufacturers 
National Bank. His home was at 61 Webster Street . His wife was 
Ida Plummer of Lisbon Falls . 
Edward Grant 
Near the Babbit-Ooogin Dam lived Mr . and Mrs . Edward Grant . 
His widow is well known in today's musical circles a Dawn Conant 
Grant . Her ancestors , the Conants , descended from the Conants 
who built the fine homestead that was just above the wooden dam. 
It was natural that the proprietors of the dam should choose 
an intelligent man like Edward Grant as the Superintendent of the 
Dam. 
He attended faithfully to his duties for many years . He had 
to check with all the other power sites on the river and put on or 
take off the ftsnappers" , probably what we call flash boards, that 
controlled the flow of water . Even though the paper mill never 
materialized the dam was of great service to the Union Water Power 
Company in providing power for Lewiston mills . 
One time when he was crossing the carwalk on top of the dam 
to inspect the installation on the Greene side , a sudden surge of 
the current washed out part of the dam. He heard the splintering
of the logs right behind him and reached safety just in ti e . 
After the Babbit-Googin Dam was made useless by the Gulf 
Island Dam, Edward Grant moved to 4f! James St ., Auburn and con­
tinued working for the Union Water Power Co . 
One of his duties was watching the lighted board that indicated 
the condition of the river in various spots . Telephone oalls then 
directed operators at other dams to run their installations accord­
ing to the river's oondition• 
•••••Edward Grant worked for the Union Water Power Co . for 
~O years, until his death in 1950 , 
A story on the Dam appeared in a newspaper dated Dec . 21 , 199~ 
under the headline of "Repairs being made to the Newell- Googin and 
Babbit Dam , five miles from the Court House . 
Pretty Sight
ftAs one comes down the winding road to the river, on the right
is a beautiful pine grove standing like a fleet at sea with full 
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rigged boughs so soft and green and luxuriant that one might imagine 
that the Druids lived there . Now and then there is a spruce tree 
with the lichens hanging in heavy festoons . 
"Just below, the mighty river that for centuries has rippled
angrily over the jagged ~ones of a long cascade , is caught up and 
stands heasitating over the new dam. Turner people arewery now 
and then made happy over the report that a pulp mill is soon to 
be built there . 
"Last week the owners of the dam were busily at lfIork planting
the crib work below the falls in order to save the gravel beside 
the road and the road itself from washin~ away . A new fence has 
been built around the river this winter. 
"A Mr . Sylvester , just above here, is the only one of the 
farmers along the river who has not sold his shore right to the 
company and he was offered j it is said, $500 for it , but refused . He has not heard from the nternational Paper Company and it is 
supposed that he will not have another offer. This does not 
trouble Mr. Sylvester however , " 
Note : In the 1910 Report of the Maine State Water CODlm.ission 
is this comment : 
"Above Lewiston , the Old Babbit and Googan (sic) dam. not now 
in use , controls a head of about 10 feet . The privilege 1s owned 
by the Union Electric Power Co . an organization affiliated with 
the Union Water Power Co . who also own the important unimproved
privilege at Clark ' s Rips . The fall at this latter place is 24­
feet in a distance of 1 . 5 miles . Plans are being considered for 
a large hydro- electric development here . At the present time , 
borings are being made at the dam site to determine the nature of 
the foundation . " 
In 1899 the Lewiston Evening Journal described the old Conant 
farm that looked down upon the Babbit- Googin Dam•• •••• • 
Caption under pictures accompanying this story . 
GOOGIN DAM WITH "SNAPPERS" UP - .. narrow catwalk was crossed each 
day by Edwin Haven Grant who supervised the Dam. He raised or 
lowered the "snappers" , according to the needs of the Lewiston 
mills and the flowage of water up stream. 
GOOGIN DAM - Rumors of a proposed pulp mill prompted the building
of this Dam , located across the Androscoggin River near the Auburn­
Turner line , crossing the shore in Greene . The Newell-Babbit­
Googin Dam, to give it the full name , is now covered by the waters 
of Gulf Island Lake . 
CRUSHED ICE - The Babbit...Ooogin Dam was built quite low. One year
the spring ice blocked up and covered the dam with this ice field . 
The picture was provided by Miss Bernice Durgin of the Waterman 
Road who lived on the North River Road before it was cut off by 
the Gulf Island Dam. The Un on Water Power Company bought the 
Goog1n Dam, then sold it to t.he Central Maine Power Company . 
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No Complaints
ftlvermaster Tells of Androscoggin Projects
By Gerald J . Reed 
Dr . Walter A. Lawrance of Lewiston , Androscoggin rivermaster, 
reported Wednesday that there has been con~~derable improvement
this year in the condition of the r i ver and that an evaluation ot 
the clean- up progress will be made early this fall . 
He said the clean- up has taken & lot of time and effort as 
well, as a huge amount of money. and that large amounts of money
still will have to be spent to continue operations of the various 
types of treatment plants of both municipalities and industry. 
Dr . Lawrance said that the river appears about normal for 
this time of the year and so far thi~ year there has been very
little trouble experienced . The oxygen level upstream f rom Lew­
iston and Auburn is higher at this time of the year than had been 
anticipated and there had been only a small quantity of hydrogen
sulfide noted at the river bend . 
The rivermaster noted that recently the water temperature has 
been one to one and one- half degrees above normal. 
Only on one occa~1on this summer, during a hot spell has 
there been any river odor noticed , Dr. Lawrance said . ThIs was 
on the occasion when the pond was drawn down for inspection ot 
the gates . Other than this one occasion , Dr. Lawrance said , he 
has received no complaints of river odor. Even when the pond was 
down, he said, there were no complaints . 
This is quite a contrast from some recent years when t he river 
was giving off odors which were very unpleasant . 
"We have had, up to the recent period , good river flow but 
this has dwindled in the last few days , " said the rivermaster . 
Dr . Lawrance credited work being done upriver for the improve­
ment being noted in the river condition . Already being felt , he 
said , are the effects of the secondary treatment plant of the 
International Paper Co . at Jay , but he said it is still too early 
to evaluate the overall effect this will have on the river . Th 
benefits will be assessed about October . 
Dr . Lawrance took cognizance of the plans which are underway
for other treatment plants and he reported that the three paper
companies on the rl.ver will be spending from $40 to $45 million on 
water treatment facilities . This will be only the initial costs . 
he said . as the rivermaster expects it will cost the _hree plants
anoth$r half-million dollars a year to operate the treatment 
facilities . 
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These figures are for the paper companie alone . On top of 
these large amounts will come the many millions whioh the various 
municipalities along the river will be spending . In Lewiston­
Auburn alone , some '13 million is being expended . 
The major improvement upriver is the secondary treatment plant 
at Jay which went into operation in May. Dr . Lawrance said that 
this is a microbial process that is now reaching stabilization. 
Once this condition has been reached , Dr . Lawranoe explained, the 
microbes handle the treatment of the waste water . 
In the Twin City area , about 95 percent of the Lewiston sewer.. 
age now is going through the treatment plant of the L-A Water Pol­
lution Control Authority located on the River Road , Lewiston . 
However, only about five percent of the Auburn sewerage has been 
flowing under the river and to the treatment plant . 
Richard Sarle , engineer-director of the treatment plant , 
said operation of the plant has been good, that there have been 
the antioipated minor problems which he said are common to the 
start-up of any such a large treatment operation. 
There remain some small items still to be completed but these 
are not of a nature to hinder operation or of putting the full 
plant into operation. 
Earle A. Tarr, Jr ., superintendent of the Auburn Water and 
Sewerage District, said that the Turner Street sewer line currently
is being flushed through an outflow on rUller Street . Sand in the 
line is being flushed out by the contractor . The area from Court 
Street to Dunn Street hS3 been tested and cleaned and is ready to 
be put into operation . 
All connections along the interceptor main are 1n large man­
holes except for that at Hampshire and Turner streets . This con­
nection is outside the manhole . 
Still to be done on the line is the making of more conneotions 
from side mains into the interceptor line . 
More sewerage treatment plants are underway upriver from 
Lewiston and Auburn and outside of the paper mills , the largest
will be at Rumford and Mexico. 
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Me . Paper Mills Are in Midst 
of Massive Expansion Program 
By Jerry Harkavy 
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - Undeterred by today's high interest rates , 
Maine 's paper mills are in the midst of a massive expansion pro­
gram that will channel up to $1 billion and thousands of new jobs
into the state's economy _ 
After several years of modest growth , the state ' s biggest in­
dustry has embarked on a construction binge. Several major pro­jects have already been announced and others are in th planning 
stage . 
The boom reflects a serious lack of capacity in the nation's 
pulp and paper industry, resulting in a worldwide paper shortage . 
According to the industry's latest figures, Maine ranks second 
in the nation to Wisconsin in paper production and ninth in the 
production of pulp . 
An official in Maine ts Department of Commerce and Industry
said he understands the paper companies are allocating more money
this year for expansion in Maine than in any other state . 
Sources wi.thin the industry say this t rend reflects the recog­
nition in corporate board rooms that Maine 's vast forests contain 
the timb r resources that justify big capital investment . 
With nearly 18 million acres of woodlands accounting for 
about nine-tenths of its entire land area, Maine has the highest 
percentage of forest of any state in the nation . 
Nearly half this land is owned directly by the large paper
oompanies j which operate pulp and paper mills in towns like Mill­inocket, ay , Woodland , Rumford and Bucksport . 
One oOITorate giant , Scott Paper Co. , has begun construction 
of a $170 mi lion pulp and sawmill complex in Hinckley. described 
as the largest single investment by Scott anywhere in the world . 
"If we hadn't had 880 ,000 acres of timberland in Maine . this 
new mill wouldn't have been built here , " Charles D. Dickey Jr., 
Scott's board chairman and president told the groundbreaking 
ceremony last June . 
One month earlier , International Paper Co . announced a $14.0 
million expansion at Jar' and officials predict it will create 
250 new jobs at the mil and 1 , 000 jobs in woodland and related 

operations . 
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St . Regis at Bucksport recently allocated tg5 million for a 
new paper machine; Oxford Paper at Rumford is spending $25 million 
to rebuild a machine , and Lincoln Pulp and Paper Co . is budgeting 
an estimated $)0 million for an expansion program that will enable 
its Lincoln mill to produce pulp from previously discarded sawdust 
and shavings . 
Great Northern Paper Co . is reviewing a proposal for a hard­
wood kraft mill that would be located in the Millinocket area . 
Also under study are proposed expansions by Georgia- Pacific Oorp . 
at Woodland and Fraser Ltd . at Madawaska that could be announced 
before the end of the year . 
Although Mainets mills have been renovated and modernized 
gradually over the years , corporate spokesmen agree that the 
ourrent boom marks a period of unprecedented growth. 
The current expansion programs reflect industryts recognition
of the need to diversify operations in order to extract maximum 
production from their increasingly valuable timber resources . 
As a result , companies like Great Northern , Georgia-Pacific , 
St . Regis and Diamond International are building sawmills that 
will turn out two-by-fours and other lumber , while feeding the 
scraps and shavings to the pulp mills . 
To many in Maine , the latest developments within the industry 
are a reassuring sign that the big papermakers are committed to 
pursue a policy. of growth in the Pine Tree State . 
From the 1950s onward . development efforts have been largely
directed toward the South - the region which has seen the biggest
growth in papermaking capacity. 
Meanwhile , money earmarked for Maine has been ohanneled into 
air and water cleanup programs needed to comply with the state ' s 
stringent antipollution laws . 
"During the past five or six years , the paper industry' s cap­
ital investment in Maine has been almost exclusively in the field 
of environmental protection , " one company spokesman said . "Now 
the money is going for increased production. " 
Caption under picture of St . Regis Paper Mill at Bucksport ­
The St . Regis Paper Co . mill at coastal Bucksport is one of 
several Maine paper mills scheduled to undergo major expansion . 
After a period of modest growth , Maine ' s paper industry is in the 
midst of a major expansion . Up to $1 billion may be spent on new 
construction . CAP irephoto) 
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EPA Urges Relaxing
of Clean Air Rul e 
WASHINGTON CAP) - The environmental Protection Agency proposed
Friday to let states pollute eXisting clean air, if they decide 
industrial and economic growth is more important . 
The Sierra Club , which earlier won a Supreme Court decision 
forbidding "significant deterioration" of existing olean air , im­
mediately promised a new court challenge to EPAts proposal . 
EPA Deputy Administrator John R. Quarles , Jr., told a news 
conference the proposal would let the states give industrial and 
economic growth priority over protection of pure air . 
He said it would allow construction of huge 1 , 000 mega-watt 
coal- burning power plants , petroleum refineries , oil shale pro­
cessors , coal- gasification plants and other air-polluting installa­
tions , in such areas , particularly in the west where the air today
is so clear you can occasionally see 100 miles . 
Quarles acknowledged that the federal courts have required , 
since 1972. t 'hat existing clean air must be given greater protec­
tion than is afforded by the nationwide general air quality stand­
ards protecting public health and the environment . 
But Quarles also admitted EPA ' s proposed regulations would 
let the states pollute eXisting clean air right down to those 
nationwide limits , for the sake of industrial and economic growth . 
"I would expect there would be further litigation on thi 
point , " Quarles said: and his expectation was quickly confirmed 
by Bruce Terris , attorney for the Sierra Club , who attended the 
ndws conference . 
Terris told newsmen EPA ' s justification of its proposed pol­
icy had already been rejected in the courts and would be rejected
again . 
Quarles said a court rejection of the EPA proposal . however , 
would probably prompt Congress to amend the Clean Ai r .Act and 
clarify its intentions on th,is ,t ,hornJ issue; he said key member s 
of the House and Senate have been reluctant to get involved in it 
so far . 
But the whole issue , pitting the pressures for environmental 
protection against the pressures for economic growth , has revolved 
around the interpretation of "congressional intent . " 
In the 1970 Clean Air Act , Congress clearly required eatab­
lishment of federal standards forbidding air pollution harmful to 
human health , plus later, more stringent standards protecting 
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nimals t plants , peoperty and environmental values . 
These standards have been established and are being carried 
out by EPA . In 1972 however , the Sierra Club took EPA to court 
arguing that the act ' s purpose to "protect and enhance" air qualIty 
meant that air already cleaner than required by the national 
standards must not be polluted at all . 
Federal courts agreed that Congress meant to forbid any
"significant deterioration" of existing clean air • but they did 
not say how much pollution would be "significant . " 
EPA provided its answer with the proposed regulations . 
"Deterioration of air quality can be regarded as ' significant'
only within the broader perspective of public expectations and 
desires concerning the manner in which a particular region should 
be developed , " Quarles said . 
"Air quality alone should not dictate entire patterns of 
economic and social growth . " 
In detail , EPA proposed to establish three categories of 
clean. air regions : 
-DClaes I •••where almost no change from current air quality 
patterns is desired , " with tight limits on pollution increases • 
..."Class II ••• where moderate change is desirable but where 
stringent air quality constraints are nevertheless desired , " 
with somewhat easier federal pollution limits . 
- And "Class III •• , where major industrial or other growth 1s 
desired and where increases in concentrations up to the national 
standards would be insignificant . " 
Like the national standards , the Class I and Class II stand­
ards would place specific limits on pollution levels of sulfur 
oxides and ·particulates" (smoke and dust) in the region ' s air . 
Quarles said EPA planned to put all clean-air regions into 
Class II at the outset . allowing , probably . for the construction 
of some major new industrial installations provided they use the 
best available technology to control pollution . 
Th states then could reclassify any or all regions into the 
other classes - either imposing the tighest restrictions , through 
~lass I" designation . or removing restrictions through "Class III" 
designation . 
Quarles said it was "correut" that there would be nothing to 

prevent the states , through reclassification , from allowing exis­

ting clean air "to deteriorate all the way down to the national 

standard. " 
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August 22 , 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 
EPA Hearing At Bucksport 
BUCKSPORT, Maine (AP)- A publio hearing was scheduled here this 
afternoon to discuss a proposed modification of a cleanup permit
for the St . Regis Paper 00.t 8 Bucksport plant . 
The Environmental Protection Agency said St . Regis wants to 
expand its ground- wood pulp and paper mill here . 
The expansion would increase the plant ' s daily production ca­
pacity of paper from 782 tons to 1, 370 tons , the EPA said . and 
increase the daily disoharge of waste water into the Penobscot 
River from 10 million gallons to nearly 16 million gallons . 
sharply different testimony on the availability of low sulfur 011 
August 28 t 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 
Paper Companies Differ 
On Oil Availability 
JAY, Maine (AP) - Two major Maine paper eompanie have given 
ne ded to meet federal and state environmental laws . 
International Paper Co . said Tuesday a shortage of low sulfur 
011 will force .a design change in a new pulp and paper mill the 
firm is planning here . 
The firm ' s testImony came before the Maine Board of Environ­
mental Protection , which is reviewing the company's xpansion plans . 
IP officials said original plans called for the 3140 facility to 
burn low sulfur oil in order to meet federal and state emis ion 
standards . 
But the firm said its supplier assures them no such oil cur­
rently is available in Maine and is unlikely to be so before the 
new mill is slated to begin producing paper in 1977 . 
Instead , the company says it plans to install a giant smoke 
stack high enough to allow the dilution of toxic sulfur dioxide 
emissions before they drift to the ground . 
"Initially we planned to use fuel oil with a sulfur content 
of 1 . 5 per cent , " said Ward Arnold , direotor of enVironmental 
services for IPts northern division . He said revised plans call 
for the use of 2. 5 point five per cent fuel oil with a stack high
enough to meet environmental standards . 
Arnold was questioned at length on the oil problem by board 
members beoause th y heard a different story last week from a 
second Maine paper company wi.th major expansion plans . 
41 
St . Regis told the BEP it has been a aured there will be 
Burr1cent quantities of lcnf sulfur oil in the state to meet environ­
mental standards . 
St . Regis plans an $85 million addition to its mill at Buck­
sport . That ooupled wi th IP t S proposal and the approval last year 
or a new mill for Soott Paper Co . at Skowhegan represent the great­
est projected increase in paper producing capacity in recent Maine 
history. 
IF s~id its expansion is "the single biggest capital investment 
in the corporation's history" and will add 250 persons to its 
present 1 ,000-person work force in Maine . 
joint hearing this week with the Federal Environmental Protection 

August 29 , 1974 Lewiston Ev ning Journal 
Hearin, Continues 
on IPCO , 140 Million 
Jay Plant Expansion 
JAY - The Maine Dept. of Environmental Protection Agency is holding 
a 

Agency at the Jay Community Building with officials of the Inter­

national Paper Co . regarding planned expansion of their mill . 

A shortage of low sulfur oil is pparently forcing the last­
minute change in the design of the new '140 million pulp and paper
mill being proposed by IPCO. 
Original plans oalled for the burning of low sulfur oil to 
meet the sulfur dioxide emission standards of Maine and federal 
laws. IPCO officials said at the hearing that they are told by
their suppliers that there is no low sulfur oil available for sale 
in the state . The company states that the suppliers also doubt if 
there will be any available by the time the new mill is scheduled 
to being prodUCing paper in 1977. 
The company told the board that as an alternative measure it 
plans to install a large smoke stack high enough to allow the dan-­
geroue gases to be diluted by the time they drift to ground level . 
The firm initially planned to use oil with a sulfur content 
of 1 . 5 percent but has not been assured that this oil will be 
available when expansion is complete . Officials of the mill have 
concluded that they should design the expansi on based on the use 
of . 5 percent oil with the stack height raised to meet the standards . 
The agenoies are questioning in great detail the IPCO plans
for expansion , a necessary procedure a the mill needs air , water 
and site permits from the state and a water license from the 
federal agency . 
It is understood that the new mill will employ another 250 
persons and that the proposed expansion will create an estimated 
42 
1, 000 jobs in woodlands , transportation and other supporting
businesses in Maine . The company currently employs 1, 000 in the 
Maine division . 
It was brought out at the hearing that the expanded mill will 
inorease the waste now going into the Androscoggin River about 20 
percent but that the total would be far less than the waste con­
tributed to the river by the company until this spring. 
It was last spring that the company put its new secondary 
treatment plant into operation and this is the first such plant
in the Maine pulp and paper industry. 
This same plant would be modified slightly to handle the waste 
of the new mill as well as the existing waste from the old mill . 
This plant removes about 85 peroent of the waste the mill produces , 
according to IPOO officials . 
The treatment plant was supposed to start last fall but the 
DEP granted an extension when IP could not purchase the fuel oil 
ne~ded to generate electricity for the motors used to pump air 
into the wastes •. 
During Tuesday's testimony IPCO stated no further delays will 
be permitted in the operation of the treatment system. Clifford 
Goodall , executive director of the Maine Natural Resources Council, 
and Barbara Alexander of the Public Interest Research Offices 
served as intervenors during the hearing which was open to the 
public . The hearing will continue Thursday morning . 
During Wednesday ' s session it was asked whether the proposed
mill would violate state air pollution emission standards . An air 
pollution peoialist hired by !PCO, Ralph Eldridge, said that in 
the ·worse case" situation particuate matter around the plant would 
not exceed 90 micrograms per cubic inch of air. 
A maximum limit of 100 micrograms of such dirt is imposed by 
Maine law and Eldridge admitted his predicted limit did not figure
in the background pollution from other souroes . 
Mrs . Alexander said background readings at Acadia National 
Park , a nearly unpolluted area , measured )0 micrograms . She stated 
the new plant emissions would exceed state limits if the background
pollution were taken into consideration. 
Eldridge pointed out that he had taken no background readings 
at Jay but said it would be improper automatically to transfer the 
reading from Acadia . He admitted some data submitted by !peo shows 
pollution levels 50 .percent over the legal limit but said such 
conditions are rare and should not be considered by the board . The 
hearing will resume Thursday morning . 
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hearings on the · proposed International Paper Co . mill here 
August 29 , 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 
Paper Mill 
Hearings To 
End Today 
JAY , Maine (AP) - The Maine Board of Environmental Protection 
are 
slated to end today . 
In Wednesday's session , there was conflicting testimony on 
whether the planned $140 million pulp and paper mtll could meet 
state air pollution standards . 
An air pollution specialist hired by !P , Ralph Eldridge , 
told the board that in the "worse case" situation particulate 
matter around the plant would not exceed 90 micrograms per cubic 
inch of air. 
Maine law imposes a maximum limit of 100 micrograms of such 
dirt . Eldridge admitted his predicted limit did not figure in 
background pollution f rom other sources . 
Ms . Barbara Reid Alexander, a spokeswoman for the interven­
ing Natural Resources CounCil , said background readings at Acadia 
National Park measured 30 micrograms . The park is a virtually un­
polluted area. 
She indicated emissions from the new IP plant wo.uld exceed 
state limits 1f the background pollution were taken into consider­
ation . Eldridge said he had taken no background readings in Jay
himself but said it would be improper automatically to transfer 
the reading from Acadia . 
Under further questioningi Eldridge admitted Bome data submit­ted by IP shows pollution leve s 50 per cent over the legal limit. 
But he said such oonditions are rare and should not be oonsidered 
by the board . 
August jOt 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
DEP Board to Decide 
on Expansion of Jay
Mill by October 10 
Jay - A public hearing before the Department of Environmental Pro­
tection on an application by the International Paper Co . for per­
mission to expand its mill here closed Thursday after three days 
of testimony . 
The DEP board 1s expected to make a decision in regard to the 
mill by Oct . 10 and IPCO and the intervenors have until Sept . 10 
to file legal arguments, with the board . 
During Thursdayt s session Alan Boyton, DEP Bureau of Water 
quality engineer , said the Androscoggin River , once one of the 
dirtiest in the nation , will become suitable for swimming and 
fishing possibly as early as 1977. 
Federal law requires several paper companies , which have 
dumped into the Androscog~in, to put into operation waste treat­
ment plants . 
Pollutants to be dumped by IPCO came under heavy debate during
the hearing although it was indicated 1n testimony that the new 
$140 million plant will not use significant amounts of oxygen from 
the river water . 
Barbara Alexander, who testified for the Natural Resources 
Council of Maine , the Public Interest Research Group of Maine and 
a newly-formed environmental law group , said that IPCO had failed 
to prove the river will not be harmed by the dumping of zinc , 
chromium, lead and copper . . 
The expansion plan calls for the dumping o! 90 , 000 pounds of 
zinc, 36,000 pounds of copper, 63 , 000 pounds of chromium and 
9, 000 pounds of lead annually. 
Mrs . Alexander charged that the proposed plan is really a 
new mill and should be subjeot to stricter cleanup requirements . 
She also said the mill will violate state air pollution standards 
for both sulfur dioxide and particulates . 
Donald Perkins , attorney representing IPCO , denied the charges.
The expansion includes a new pulp plant and two new paper-making
machines housed 1n new buildings but IPCO said wood handling and 
waste treatment facilities will be shared by the old and new in­
stallations and so the higher cleanup standards to not apply. 
Mrs . Alexander and Clifford Goodall , NRC, staff attorney. 
stated that they are not opposed to the new mill but said the DEP 
board must insist on compliance with the law. 
The three-day hearing, held at the Jay Community Building, 
concluded at 2 p . m. Thursday . Approximately 35 were in attendance 
at the final session . 
August 30, 1974 Lewiston Evening Journal 

DEP Engineer Predicts Fishing

In Androscoggin River As Early As 1977 

JAY, Maine (AP) ~ A Maine Department of Environmental Protec­
tion engineer has told a DEP hearing here that the Androscoggin
River, once one of the dirtiest 1n the nation , is going to become 
suitable for swimming and fishing , possibly as early as 1977. 
Alan Boyton of the DEpts Bureau of Water Quality made the 
prediction at the third and last day of a public hearing before 
the DEP board on an application by t he International Paper Co . tor 
permission to expand its mill here . 
S.veral paper companies have dumped into the Androscoggin , 
but federal law is requiring them to put in waste treatment plants,
The river flows past Bethel , Jay, Lewiston, and Brunswiok before joining the Kennebec River above Bath . 
ThouP:h testimony at the hearing indicated that the new IP 
plant won't use up significant amounts of oxygen from the river 
water , pollutants to be dumped by the paper company came 1n for 
extensive debate . 
Barbara Reid Alexander of Bath said IP has failed to prove
that the river wontt be harmed by dumping of zinc . chromium, lead 
and copper . 
The firm wants permission for a $140 million expansion pro­
gram. IP ' s plan calls for dumping 90 ,000 poinds of zinc, 36, 000 
pounds of copper , 63 ,000 pounds of chromium and 9, 000 pounds ot 
lead annually . 
Mrs . Alexander testified on behalf of the natural Resources 
Council of Maine (NRC) , the Public Interest Research Group ot 
Maine and a newly. formed Environmental Law Group . 
She charged that the proposed mill expansion 1s really a 
new mill and should be subject to stricter cleanup requirements . 
The expansion includes a new pulp plant and two ne~ paper making
machines housed in new buildings , but IP said wood handling and 
waste treatment faoilities will be shared by the old and new in­
stallations and thus the higher cleanup standards don ' t apply . 
Mrs . Alexander also said the mill will Violate state air 
pollution standards for both sulfur dioxide and particulates-­
dust , dirt and smoke . 
Atty . Donald Perkins , representing IPl denied the allega­
tions . IP and the intervenors have until ~ept . 10 to tile legal 
arguments with the board , which is expected to decide on the mill 
by Oct . 10 . 
September 1 , 1974 Portland Sunday Telegram 
This Time , Clean River 

Promises May Hold Up 

By Bob Cummings , Staff Writer 

"A clean Androscoggin? Nonsense !" 
This is the usual response to the word last week that the 
Androscoggin River - for decades one of the dirtiest in the nation 
, 
~-
w will be clean enough for fishing and swimming by 1983 and pro­
bably by 1977. 
Alan Boynton, an engineer w1th~e Bureau of Water Quality of 
the Department of Environmental Protection made the prediction at 
hearings on the proposed new International Paper Co. mill at Jay. 
"Itll believe it when I see it , " is the rejoinder of most 
people who have smelled the stench of the Androscoggin , choked 
on its rank vapors and seen river fumes turn white houses a blotohed 
ugly brown. 
The skeptioism is natural . Promises of a clean Androscoggin
have been heard before. But this time they may stand up . One 
paper mill. International Paper is threating its wastes for the 
first time . Treatment plants for Oxford Paper at Rumford and 
Brown Paper Co. at Berlin, N.H. 1 are under construction and will 
go into operation by 1976 and l~77, respectively. 
The Androscoggin has been a dead river for years. But all 
rivers have a latent spark of life - even the Androscoggin . A 
river , given half a chance, is a living organism with amazing pro­
perties for renewing itself. 
The Androscoggin, everyone hopes , will be no exception • 
that with paper mill wastes gone, the river will recover. The big 
worry is the sludge beds that have formed on the bottom of the 
river wherever dams have slowed the natural flow of the water . 
The most serious of these is the seven - mile • long lake 
created by the Gulf Island power dam above Lewiston . The huge
sludge banks are harmful in two ways . First. surface sludge uses 
up the oxygen in the water as it decays . In this process oxygen
combines with carbon in the wood to produce carbon dioxide gas . 
The interior of the sludge banks is relatively inert . Inside 
there is no ready source of oxygen for ordinary decay processes 
to work . 
The interior part of the sludge decays by a different process . 
When no oxygen is present the chemistry gets complicated. But 
instead of simple carbon dioxide gas, the product is methan gas . 
(Methane is the gas produoed by septic tanks and the marsh gas
that sometimes escapes from ancient bogs full of vegetation.) 
The methane itself is relatively harmless . It usually just
bubbles to the surface and escapes into the atmosphere . But inthe 
sludge banks the gas tends to collect in holes and pockets t grad­
ually building up pressure until tinally big chunks of the sludge 
are broken loose and come bobbing to the surface . 
This creates vast new interfaces exposed to the water, per­
mitting conventional decay to resume and settling up new demands 
on the oxygen in the water. 
Essentially there is a cycle of deoay in the Androscoggin
sludge banks : first an oxygen- free decay that creates methane , ' 
followed by the breaking loose of the sludge trom the river bottom 
and oxygen - demanding deoay. This is what killed the Androscoggin. 
But International Paper insists that this cycle will gradu­
ally stabilize once it and other companies stop adding new ~ill 
waste to the sludge banks . With the sludge stabilized , the life 
in the river will return . 
And in any case, the company insists , the sludge will gradu­
ally be flushed from the pools behind the dams by spring floods . 
The analysis by the professional staff of the Department of Envir­
onmental Protection agre s . 
Boynton told the board at the public hearing that despite
the sludge . "it appears that the river will meet the July 198; 
goal of fishable- swimmable waters . " The goal is contained in the 
federal Clean Water Act of 1972} sponsored by Sen . Edmund S. Muslie 
of Maine . All this is hard to believe for those who have followed 
the battle of the Androscoggin through four decades of legal
squabbles and broken cleanup promises . 
River cleanup in the past has been more public relations than 
accomplishment . Tons of chemicals have been dumped into the stream 
to disguise the smell of a dead river. Huge mechanical aerators 
have been installed above Lewiston to pump 'air into the waterS 
after decaying mill wastes had depleted all the natural oxygen . 
Despite the years of public controversy. only this spring
did the first mill begin seriously treating any of its wastes . 
This is the International Paper Co • .secondary treatment plant on 
the banks of the Androscoggin at Jay , where the company wants to 
build a second new mill - expanding production by 70 per cent •. 
The waste treatment plant IP put into operation this spring 
cost less than $5 million - or about five per cent of the cost of 
the tllO million mill it serves - despite the inflation in the 
nine years since the mill was built . 
The plant essentially is a huge 37-acre lagoon bulldozed out 
ot the earth. Wastes from the mill are dumped into the lagoon
where they stay for four or five days - allowing the natural decay
that used to occur in the river to take place harmlessly . 
Oxygen used up by the decay is replaced by huge aerators ­
essentially identical to the aerators installed 1n the river above 
Lewiston to keep the stench in the city under control . This is 
what Oxford Paper and Brown Paper, located upstream from Jay , are 
also building - at about the same cost . 
The new Scott Paper plant being built at Skowhegan will bo 
served by a similar system - designed , inCidentally. by the same 
engineers used by International . 
In all instances waste water treatment represents only a tiny 
percentage or the cost of the mills they serve . 
This is proving to be the cost of a clean river - costs which 
Maine legislators for years have shrink from imposing for fear 
the pulp and paper industry would leave the state . 
Significantly, no major mills have left . Rather, for what­
ever reason, the biggest paper industry growth in Maine history
is ocourring simultaneously with the state " ordered pollution
abatement - a fact legislators may want to ponder sometime . 
A large aerial photograph of Gulf Island Dam accompanying this 
article with this caption under the picture : Sludge behind Gult 
Island Dam poses problem in cleaning up Androscoggin . 
September 14, 1974 Lewiston Daily Sun 
Maine , N.E. Roundup 
IP Expansion License Opposed 
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - While saying it endorses the International 
Paper Co.' s plans for expansion , Maine ' s largest environmental 
group is urging the state to deny the firm a license it needs to 
expand its Jay mill . 
Following a hearing before the Maine Board of Environmental 
Protection , the Natural Resources Council of Maine said the license 
for air and water discharge should be denied or at least made con­
ditional on improvements in the paper company's pollution control 
plans . 
The group said it believes International Paper made a good
faith effort to comply fully with air and water pollution standards . 
